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Background

OpenID Connect (OIDC) is the technological basis of many modern Authentication and Authorisation In-
frastructures, which are currently being used and established in multiple European projects. Also, the non-
academic sector (e.g. Microsoft, Google, Apple, IBM) moved to OIDC.

Despite OIDC being mostly used within web browser based applications, support for the command line and
for API usage are required for complex workflows. The oidc-agent
tool was our first step to enabling OIDC’s “Access Tokens” on the command line. Access Tokens are short
lived, with a life-time of usually one hour.

Use-cases that involve long running jobs, however, require authentication capabilities throughout their entire
runtime, thereby challenging the security concept of short lived tokens.

Mytoken

This contribution addresses complex scenarios (e.g. compute jobs), in which access tokens need to be obtained
over extended time spans, e.g. to load and store data or to access other resources.

We introduce a client-server solution and a new token type, called mytoken. Mytokens are easy to use, (can
be) long lived, and allow limiting the functionality of the token, to address security concerns that arise from
long living tokens.

The mytokens themselves are very flexible, as they can be
- used for easily obtaining access tokens on any device
- easily transferred to other devices
- created non-interactively from another mytoken
- easily passed around without giving up security
- restricted according to the use case.

Mytokens may have capabilities and restrictions. Capabilities define
well-defined actions for which a mytoken may be used (e.g. obtain an
Access Tokens, obtain another mytoken), while restrictions may be used for
a fine grained access control, for example:

• Time range in which a mytoken may be used
• Location (IP, Geo-IP) from where the mytoken may be used
• OIDC (AT scope, audience) to specify what kind of Access Tokens may be obtained
• Number of usages for a specific action

Mytokens can contain lists of restrictions, which allows to easily
define a mytoken, that could:
1. Allow job submission in the first hour after creation of the mytoken
2. Allow data access in the first two hours after creation

https://github.com/indigo-dc/oidc-agent


3. Allow nothing for one day
4. Allow data access (store output) between 24 and 36 hours after creation.
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